
 

AUTOMATIC GATES, GATES ARE GATES? 

 

‘Surely gates are just gates aren’t they?’  No, there is a world of difference between 

alternatives types of construction and materials used! The same design from various 

suppliers may well vary so much that each cost is unrecognisable with each other. 

 

   
 

What do you mean? For example; When looking for a cheap gate, you may find one on a 

garage forecourt or similar. It may be made from very light materials, materials that 

would be as small and as cheap as possible, even though the gate’s design could be based 

upon a far better made gate, one that may be on the town hall or local church, etc. 

 

The type of construction of a cheap gate would also be limited and its strength, 

decoration, quality and durability all potentially suspect. Also its furniture, hinges etc. 

may be basic and less suitable for the long term needs of the system. Where and whom it 

was made by could be a concern, together with any warranty. 

 

The very same style or design of gate could be made completely differently, allowing for 

far stronger materials and construction methods by trained and skilled craftsman. Subtle 

detail and quality furniture and finishing for a prestige property at a cost of five times as 

much! Is it expensive or just five times better? 

 

   
 

‘Buyer beware’ is so very true, the cheaper a product looks, the better the value may 

appear, unfortunately cheap solutions seldom remain the best option and with powered 

entrances, a strong and reliable gate is so important. 

 

What is right for us? It all depends on how much investment and compromise you are 

willing to make! The better the gate the more costly it will be (from anyone). Understand 

what you are getting and is it really suitable for the job long term? 

 



What should we be looking for? Ideally the gate should suit the automatic controls, the 

property and location, also the purpose of the project and anything else that may benefit 

(privacy, security, safety, cosmetics, etc) these considerations may add value to the 

finished product and the property. Also the construction method, materials used, fixing 

security and furniture all need to be suitable for the type and level of use. 

 

   
 

Anything else? Yes, the support structure, post, pier, pilaster, etc. all need to be built and 

installed as well, if not better than, the gate its self! Everything relies upon good support! 

 

         
 

The right gate will look better, function correctly, for longer and more reliably than the 

wrong one! It should be easier to maintain and less costly to service and own. 

 

   
 

Everyday some people benefit from choosing the right gate and some don’t! 
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